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•	 There is a lack of transitions in our science system between institutions, stages of training 
and career, university and business. The necessary close connection of research, training and 
infrastructures between universities and non-university institutions is too rarely guaranteed.

•	 There is a lack of a national comprehensive strategy for the sustainable promotion and 
development of the omics-driven research and technology sector in Germany.

 
Possible future scenarios
 
The Report on Tomorrow’s Science recommends acting now to set the course for structural 
innovations. The development of a national omics and IT infrastructure plays a key role in this 
context. Two organisational scenarios are proposed in which this infrastructure is distributed 
to various centres, each specialised in a different research area, and managed by a central 
coordination committee. Within this distributed infrastructure, the participating centres would 
have to develop their own scientific-technological profiles. In a combination of research and 
service they should be geared towards a specific technology and be focused on a topic, subject 
or be object-based (e.g. substance classes), thereby justifying the use and further development 
of certain technologies.

In the “DFG scenario” the German Research Foundation (DFG) would support the de-
velopment of a distributed national omics and IT infrastructure by setting up a DFG panel for 
omics technologies, by setting up DFG-maintained centres as Central Research Facilities and by 
setting up a DFG Senate Commission for high-throughput technologies and bioinformatics in 
life sciences. This inter-institutionally set up Senate Commission would regulate access to these 
centres and, in consultation with the universities and non-university organisations, would be 
suitable for assuming the development and coordination of the proposed national omics and 
IT infrastructure with centres operated by different bodies.

The “Swiss scenario” follows the model of the federative organisational structure of the 
Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB). In this case, the set-up of the national omics and IT infra-
structure would be placed in the hands of a newly founded, legally and financially independent 
organisation, which would take on the long-term coordination and development.

Partial aspects of the scenarios are compatible with each other. Therefore, it is also 
worth considering a combination of both in order to create an effective overall structure. In both 
scenarios it is possible to include existing, or to set up large, technology-specialised and subject-
focused national research centres as needed. Independent of the respective scenario, sustain-
able funding and a flexible access concept are indispensable for the pursued infrastructure. The 
aim of this national omics and IT infrastructure is to permanently enable scientists in research 
and teaching, irrespective of which institution they belong, to gain access to state-of-the-art 
technology and technical expertise in their region and in all of Germany at the highest level.
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Overview of the Report on Tomorrow’s ScienceRecommendations

Recommendation 1: Research in the life sci-
ences in Germany can only remain interna-
tionally competitive by strategically setting 
up a national omics and IT infrastructure. To 
this end, a nationwide network of distributed 
centres should preferably be created, enabling 
research, education and the rapid translation 
of new findings based on current state-of-the-
art technologies. The network should be man-
aged by an inter-institutionally set-up coordi-
nation committee. 

Recommendation 2: Universities and non-uni-
versity institutions participating in the network 
should be linked more closely via the infrastruc-
ture to facilitate access to the new technolo-
gies for researchers and students, to integrate 
technology centres more heavily in education 
and training and to bundle specialist expertise 
in interdisciplinary research projects. In order 
to avoid losses of expertise and guarantee ap-
propriate capacity utilisation of existing equip-
ment, an efficient use of personnel and techni-
cal resources must be a priority.

Recommendation 3: Adequate storage, eval-
uation and transfer of omics data urgently 
require a massive expansion of the IT and bio-
informatics infrastructure both at non-univer-
sity centres and at universities in Germany. 
Within the infrastructure, binding standards for 
data collection, processing, quality control and 
storage should be developed collectively. The 
standards should preferably also be adapted at 
the European and international level.

Recommendation 4: The funding of the or-
ganisation entrusted with this long-term task 
of coordinating and further developing the om-
ics and IT infrastructure in Germany must be 
secured by federal funds in a sustainable way.

Recommendation 5: Training in life sciences 
should place emphases on omics technolo-
gies already at an early stage of the course of 
studies. Via the infrastructure with its technical 
excellence, training could be structured more 
efficiently across institutions and federal states 
and new training models could be developed.

Recommendation 6: To cover the person-
nel requirement for omics research and the 
associated bioinformatics, it is necessary to 
design the corresponding career paths more 
transparently and diversely. In addition, new 
incentives for IT infrastructure development 
are necessary.

Information on the publication series

One of the main tasks of the German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina is to provide 
science-based advice to policymakers and society. This includes topically systemic potentials and 
challenges of science development in Germany. The new publication series Report on Tomor-
row’s Science addresses issues of science development in Germany which are particularly rel-
evant in the medium and long term to the relationship between science, policy and society. This 
relates, for example, to research infrastructures, training young scientists or knowledge trans-
fer. 

A technology-related paradigm shift in life sciences

Leopoldina’s first Report on Tomorrow’s Science is dedicated to Life sciences in transition. As 
in other areas of science, life sciences – which include, for example, biology, biochemistry, 
genetic engineering, food science, medicine and pharmacy – are also dramatically changing as 
a result of new technologies being used. By applying bioanalytical high-throughput methods, 
so-called omics technologies such as genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics or metabolomics, 
large quantities of data about life processes can be obtained in a short period of time. It is hoped 
to gain from this data, for example, wide-ranging findings on the causes of illnesses and based 
on that the development of targeted therapies, new insights into healthy diet or innovations in 
biotechnology and bioeconomics. The new technologies also offer a great potential for added 
value, for example, by developing knowledge-intensive services and innovative research-based 
branches of industry.

Since the discovery of DNA as the hereditary material, life sciences have been heading 
towards a new understanding of life processes. The determination of the complete set of the 
hereditary genetic information of living beings using high-throughput methods is now usually a 
matter of routine. As a result of the decreasing costs of genome sequencing it is expected that 
genome analyses of patients will soon be widely used in medicine, in particular for the custom-
ised diagnostics, prediction and prevention of illnesses. The analysis of gene activity by means of 
transcriptomics has also found its way into everyday clinical life, for example in tumour diagnosis. 
There are also efforts to use metabolomics, for example, to identify useful metabolic products in 
plants and to better understand the interaction of crops with their environment. Based on these 
findings, targeted measures are applied to increase agricultural yields. In biotechnology, the 
versatile synthesis potential of microorganisms is used to produce useful organic compounds. 
Omics technologies can be used to analyse cellular biosynthesis processes in detail in order to 
be able to optimise steps in these processes by developing strains in a targeted manner. For 
instance, biotechnologically optimised bacterial or yeast strains already produce nutritional and 
feed supplements or pharmaceutical ingredients in large quantities.

Challenges of omics technologies 
 
These developments have made life sciences one of the leading disciplines of the 21st century. 
To fully realise the potentials within omics technologies, several challenges are to be overcome 
during the next few years. Only fragments of the huge quantities of data generated by the new 
technologies can be analysed adequately at present. This generates the so-called Big Data prob-
lem as the surge in data quantities does not automatically mean that knowledge is acquired. First 
of all, the information that is relevant to the respective scientific issue needs to be extracted and 
then analysed. Moreover, the data and the findings derived from this data also need to be made 
available to the scientific community using suitable networks requiring close interdisciplinary 
collaboration between life sciences and other scientific fields such as informatics, mathematics, 
physics and engineering. Consequently, there are new requirements for training young scientists, 
for the information technological infrastructure, for the networking of our universities and non-
university research institutions, and for a sustainable funding of infrastructures.

Structurally related deficits in life sciences 

The Report on Tomorrow’s Science presents a clear diagnosis: Germany is not adequately pre-
pared for the rapid developments in omics technologies, either technologically or with regard 
to information technology. Visionary research funding programmes once led to the internation-
ally visible and competitive development of genomics, bioinformatics and systems biology in 
Germany. Yet these partially very cost-intensive branches of research are in danger of collapsing 
without long-term financing strategies or sustainable integration into existing structures. This 
could soon result in losing the connection to very rapid international developments in research 
and training, which in turn could have a negative impact on the attractiveness of Germany as 
a location for science. The following structurally related deficits in life sciences are noted:

•	 The federal states alone cannot cover the costs of maintaining and developing university 
infrastructures to use omics technologies adequately. Due to the lack of basic funding, uni-
versities lose the connection to technical developments. They cannot afford the purchase, 
continuous operation and the necessary continuous replacement costs of the expensive 
large equipment for omics analyses. Yet without a state-of-the-art infrastructure, universi-
ties cannot carry out modern research and teaching.

•	 As a result of statutory regulations, only non-university institutions may be co-financed by 
the federal government on a permanent basis and therefore may afford to develop and 
maintain cost-intensive research infrastructures. However, to universities these infrastruc-
tures are almost exclusively accessible on the basis of specific project collaborations.

•	 The present and future bioinformatics requirements of life sciences are severely under-
estimated. Therefore, even in the major non-university research institutions there is a lack of 
adequate information technology capacity to cope with the quantity of acquired data. There 
are neither enough trained bioinformaticians nor enough life scientists with bioinformatics 
expertise. For young scientists with the respective qualifications, there are too few attrac-
tive career paths within academic research. By limiting the duration of contracts for highly 
qualified scientific personnel, institutions face a continual loss of valuable expertise.
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